Budget 2021
Council Questions and Responses
November 11, 2020 to November 17, 2020
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PB-21-01
Councillor Hendriks
Economic Development
Q: Status of naming rights for the B.S.R.C.

Page #: NA

R: We are continuing to engage with prospective organizations around naming right opportunities
and the BSRC.
We have recently been able to complete (or in the process of finalizing) some significant sponsorship
opportunities within the BSRC. In many of these cases, they are valuable long-term agreements that
have similar benefit and returns as naming rights.
PB-21-02
Councillor Hendriks
Economic Development
Q: Status of advertising revenue on the arena boards

Page #: NA

R: Overall Revenue from advertising has dropped off significantly to-date in 2020. With COVID
lockdown coming into effect in mid-March, most City facilities were closed and since then there has
been limited capacity. Besides rink board advertising revenue, Ec Dev’s traditional efforts around
attracting advertising/sponsorship dollars around events was also limited in 2020.
In light of the situation and the economic impacts of the pandemic, Ec Dev did not immediately
pursue renewals or additional rink board advertising, however, we refocused efforts toward
alternative programs which we believe were more reflective of the current times.
For 2020, additional mobile vendors came to Beaumont as this was seen as a positive addition to the
community and with collaboration with AHS, we were able to accommodate them with the required
distancing and safety measures. As well, with the opening of the BSRC later in 2020, efforts were
directed towards completing BSRC specific sponsorship opportunities.
PB-21-03
Councillor Hendriks
Finance
Q: Where is the oversight for the new Purchasing Clerk

Page #: NA

R: The Purchasing Clerk will be added to the Finance department which manages the purchasing
function for the City.
PB-21-04
Councillor Hendriks
CAO Office
Q: What is the status of our Archives

Page #: NA

R: Archives for the municipality are being scanned into our electronic system. With all archives being
permanent records. All term elected officials photos will be located in a book and updated every 4
years. This photo book will be located in the lobby once we’re allowed to have touch surfaces.
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PB-21-05
Councillor Hendriks
Operations
Q: What is the status of the Geomatics system

Page #: NA

R: Our Geomatics area (now referred to as GIS or Geographical Information Systems) is growing every
year. Every year we are adding new geodatabases (i.e., transportation or facilities) and adding to
attributes/layers to those geodatabases (i.e., pavement markings or square footage). Our GIS team is
also building new web applications every year that use GIS information to help our field staff perform
their tasks most efficiently. Two examples of tasks that have been improved by web applications are
turf mowing and water hydrant flushing. We are setting up our system to allow us to reach our goal
of becoming an Open Data community.
PB-21-06
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
CAO Office
Q: With the new front desk – what will be the process for privacy for people requesting information at
the desk
R: We will have a sign that asks people to stand a certain distance away from the person being served.
If there is further privacy needed we have a room located behind the front desk.
PB-21-07
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: What is the status of the air balancing of our City Hall to meet A.S.H.R.A.E. standards
R: City Hall is currently not fully compliant and Administration would be required to contract this work
in 2021 to ensure compliance with ASHRAE current standards.
PB-21-08
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 9
Planning & Development
Q: Page 9 item 18, “Higher ranked developer versus Lower ranked developer” is U.D.I. aware of this
system
R: All Beaumont developers have been engaged during the preparation of these guidelines. This
included representation from UDI. Overall, the developers have provided positive feedback on the
proposed structure. Administration is continuing to finalize the document to address the initial
feedback and comments received, and to ensure that a fair process is implemented that does not
prejudice any of our current developers. Prior to finalizing the document it will again be circulated to
all developers, including UDI. The intention is to have this document completed in time for the
upcoming construction season.
PB-21-09
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: I would suggest the addition of a full time painter to maintain the existing facilities.
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R: Administration will take this suggestion into consideration when examining the maintenance
program of City facilities.
PB-21-10
Councillor Hendriks
Finance
Q: Priority based budgeting - What has happened to this initiative

Page #: NA

R: With the change in some of the personnel within Finance this initiative was paused for the majority
of 2020. Finance staff have been in discussion with the consultants from Resource X to determine the
next steps for the City of Beaumont as it relates to Priority Based Budgeting. The restart of this
initiative is on the work plan for Finance in 2021.
PB-21-11
Councillor Hendriks
Operations
Q: Please explain the Vendor Performance Management Program.

Page #: NA

R: To ensure a consistent manner of vendor management, evaluation and oversight for day to day
operations and projects, the development of principles, guidelines and standards has been identified
as a key initiative for 2021 Operations. These principles, guidelines and standards will support the
oversight of vendors, and increase the transparency and accountability in the delivery of products and
services.
Goals for implementing a Vendor performance Management System for Beaumont are:
 Improve overall Vendor (suppliers, consultants and/or contractors) performance on City
Contracts
 Improve communication between staff that manage Vendors (Contractor Administrators or
Project Managers) and Vendors
 Improve overall performance of Vendors overtime with data as a foundation
 Develop a history of Vendor performance, which over time, will allow future vendor selection
decisions to include a historical performance perspective.
A fully implemented vendor management system will provide proactive controls for activities
including procurement, contracting, vendor relationships, vendor risk and vendor performance
management, termination and lesson learned.
The City ensures “best value” for taxpayers’ dollars, when Vendors deliver goods and services on
time, and at the agreed price per quantity, quality and in accordance with contract requirements –
acceptable Vendor performance. When Vendors fail to meet their contractual obligations, including
adherence to legislated accessibility, health and safety standards, City staff shall document and
address Vendor performance immediately.
PB-21-12
Councillor Hendriks
Finance
Q: Page 14 re: Procurement Clerk: Why isn’t there a dollar amount noted

Page #: 14

R: Administration is proposing that a Procurement Clerk be added to the staffing compliment. It is
expected that the direct costs associated with hiring this position can be funded with existing budget
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across the organization. It is expected that the position will generate savings in the procurement
processes that will be used to fund the position and therefore be a net zero cost to the budget.
PB-21-13
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 14
Human Resources
Q: Page 14 re: Health and Safety Specialist: Is Beaumont recognized under the C.O.R. program
R: Beaumont has a current COR and has just finished the third year of the certification cycle, meaning
the H&S Specialist is completing the mandatory internal safety audit in order to maintain this
recognition. 2021 will require us to pass an audit performed by an external auditor for recertification,
beginning a new 3 year cycle, followed by internal audits again in 2022 and 2023.
PB-21-14
Councillor Hendriks
Human Resources
Q: Do we have a First Aid certification requirement for our staff

Page #: NA

R: We have identified specific roles as needing certain levels of first aid training in order to meet
minimum OH&S Code requirements and to show an appropriate level of diligence to health and
safety, and are working towards reaching that consistency (COVID has set back a lot of the training as
it necessary to train in a live, hands-on classroom environment). The idea of training all staff to a
degree is a desirable future goal and is common in many other workplaces, but it requires effort,
resources and time to raise to that level and then maintain.
PB-21-15
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 16
Operations
Q: Page 16 Park Operators: Do we intend to continue to hire summer staff to supplement
R: Yes
PB-21-16
Councillor Hendriks
Operations
Q: Page 16: Did we hire a full time arborist

Page #: 16

R: Yes
PB-21-17
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 16
Community Services
Q: Has there been an agreement signed with the Archdiocese of Edmonton re: St. Vital field usage
R: There is an agreement in principal and an active development permit application for a variance to
allow for parking on a non-hard surface. The intention is to formalize should this variance be granted.
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PB-21-18
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 17
Economic Development
Q: Page 17 “With the 10 GIG fibre network plan to start construction in 2021 (pending contract
completion)” What is the current status of the schedule for same. Should we not have a third party
consultant such as Grant Thorton review this before we provide a final decision
R: In regard to the 10GIG fibre network schedule status, Beaumont is in the process of reviewing the
Technical and Commercial proposals from our Project Teams. Additionally, we’re currently working
with Legal Counsel around the contract negotiations around the structure, Financial Model and Final
Agreement. By end of the year and starting early next year (Q1 2021), we will be in a position to
finalize these discussions, present to Council and we target to execute by Spring 2021 with planned
construction starting Spring/Summer 2021.
a. Administration (Economic Development) has retained the services of an experienced consultant in
the field of municipal/public broadband utilities. Through a scan across Canada and a number of
references, the services of a consultant have been retained.
b. Specifically, at this stage of the project, we need a professional with broad experience (geographically
– not just Western Canada; familiarity with the ‘open access’ concept; experience with the Canadian
regulatory environment and municipal participation in the sector; a firm that can review technical,
contractual, proposed operating structures and financial components. Also, top of mind in choosing
an advisor at this time was the potential for perceived conflicts or influence by existing large industry
players.
PB-21-19
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 20
Protective Services
Q: Page 20: When was the last time that we met with the insurance underwriters to discuss the
upgrades Beaumont has made to the fire service
R: The most recent rating received from the Fire Underwriters Survey is dated October 16th, 2017; we
are in the que for another review in 2022. Reviews take place every five (5) years.
When the underwriters conduct a review, many factors are taken into account, they include but are
not limited to: Staffing Levels, response times, equipment type/quantity/capability and age, hydrant
protection, residential growth and more.
PB-21-20
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 22
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 22: What is the status of design re: Ken Nichol Regional Recreational Centre revitalization
R: Approval of funding was recently received and the project charter is currently underway. Design
will commence by end of 2020 upon completion and approval of Project Charter and project budget.
PB-21-21
Councillor Hendriks
Planning & Development
Q: What is the status of the traffic signalling study re: 50th Street

Page #: NA
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R: Although the City does undertake traffic signal studies on a regular basis, Administration has not
recently completed, or is aware of Council direction, to complete a traffic signaling study specifically
related to 50th street.
PB-21-22
Councillor Hendriks
Utilities
Q: What is the status of the water system renewal program

Page #: NA

R: Administration maintains the system in good working order, with approved budget funds, to
ensure safe water supply. Infrastructure for our water supply have scheduled repairs,
refurbishments, or replacements of components such as pumps, valves, fire hydrants, and reservoirs
other components to continue to keep the supply of water safe. Administration maintains budget
approved resources.
PB-21-23
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 23
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 23: Street Sweeper – Given the date of purchase of the current street sweeper and the
supplemental cleaning being done by private contractors, please advise the strategy now being
offered re: Vacuum / Street Sweeper
R: Flexibility of a unit that can be used for other functions and not just street sweeping; high pressure
water jet to clean street fixtures and storm drain attachments.
PB-21-24
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 23
CAO Office
Q: Assets – Council used to have an annual tour of the community physical assets. Perhaps reimplementation at some point would be useful
R: Administration will consider this suggestion and advise Council if it is deemed to be a valuable use
of resources.
PB-21-25
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 26
Capital – Community Services
Q: Page 26: Notes: “Draft Spatial Analysis” When will council have an opportunity to review same
R: Administration is finalizing COVID-19 impacts to the final report. This document will come to
Committee of the Whole once finalized.
PB-21-26
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Capital - Operations
Q: Facility Renewal Program – These costs are a good example of the impact of hiring additional staff
(It’s not just the staff salary, it is also all of the incremental costs)
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R: The Operations facility built ten years ago had been designed for occupant loads with financial
resources available for construction at that time. Since then, Beaumont’s growth, acquired assets,
and developed lands to be maintained have increased, however, the incremental costs including the
accommodation of physical space for employees to maintain the service levels is deficient.
PB-21-27
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 33
Capital – Operations/Communications
Q: Page 33: Community Signage – Will this include the two signs as you enter Beaumont on 50th Street
from the North and South
R: The project does not include replacement of the north and south gateway signs, as they do not
feature the old Town of Beaumont logo.
PB-21-28
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 34
Capital - Utilities
Q: Page 34: Water System Renewal Program – What is the status of the pump upgrades for the water
system
R: Pump upgrades at St. Vital were completed Q1-2020 with the SCADA being finalized Q4-2020
aligning with the installation of the communication tower, a 2020 capital approved project.
PB-21-29
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Storm Water System – Have we located the draft pumps purchased for surge protection of the
system
R: Beaumont has 2 pumps available for use at Operations.
PB-21-30
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Emergency Back-up Generator – Have we established the status of the emergency generator that
was purchased to provide power to an E.O.C. in the event of a power outage (Wiring for same was
previously established at City Hall, Fire Hall and High School)
R: Portable generator is maintained and available for use when required.
PB-21-31
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: Page 42: Expenses: Travel and training $31,500.00 – What is being contemplated
R: This is the combined amount for all elected officials to attend conferences, event and travel
accommodations.
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PB-21-32
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: Page 42: Expenses: Program expenses and supplies $21,000.00 – What is being contemplated
R: This amount is for the onboarding of new elected officials after the 2021 Election. These costs are
being funded with a transfer from the Financial Stabilization reserve.
PB-21-33
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 43
CAO Office
Q: Page 43: C.A.O. office salaries and wages: Does this take into account our recent agreement to
extend the current employment contract
R: The Proposed 2021 Budget has been developed using all of the most up to date information
available to Administration to November 5, 2020.
PB-21-34
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 45
Finance
Q: Page 45: Corporate transactions: Investment Income – What are the pillars used when investing
R: In the absence of a formal Council approved investment policy, Administration uses the following
as foundational pillars when managing City investments:
 Conform to provincial statutes and regulations
 Ensure the safety of principal
 Maintain sufficient liquidity to meet City cash flow requirements
Administration is working towards presenting an investment policy to Council for approval by the end
of the second quarter of 2021.
PB-21-35
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 57
Human Resources
Q: Page 57: Human Resources – 2020 key accomplishments “Recruited and On – Boarded 130 new
employees” Can we receive a list of where these positions were filled
R: Approximately 75 positions were related to the opening of the BSRC
Approximately 20 positions were for summer roles.
41 Full time hired
6 part time
85 Casual/Terms
Remaining positions were various positions throughout the organization including; communications,
childcare, fire, operations, BSRC, etc., to fill vacancies, or to cover medical leaves, maternity/parental
leaves, etc.
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PB-21-36
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 60
Operations
Q: Page 60: Operations – When was the last time operations conducted an H.V.A.C. air balancing
within our facilities. What is the status of the H.V.A.C. replacement within City Hall (The budget
document outlines that the chiller has been repaired. Will you be replacing the balance of the
equipment associated with same.)
R: Administration would be required to contract this work in 2021 to ensure compliance with current
ASHRAE standards. HVAC air balancing is completed at time of new building commissioning or
mechanical project renewals.
City Hall chiller was a component replacement only.
PB-21-37
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Are there any plans / schedule to update the energy efficiency of the Ken Nichol exterior facade as
per a previous study recommendation
R: Administration will review previous studies conducted on KNRRC, which includes the building
envelope study as a required objective within the Project Charter.
PB-21-38
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 62
Community Services
Q: Page 62: Parks and Outdoor Sport Fields – What is the status of the Shinny Hockey Program
R: Shinny/ drop in hockey is currently suspended as it cannot satisfy “cohort” requirements
PB-21-39
Councillor Hendriks
Operations
Q: Page 63: Facilities – Does Beaumont still have a “safe room”

Page #: 63

R: While the Youth Centre doesn’t have a specific “safe room”, all space is considered safe for
vulnerable or at risk youth. The “safe room” referred to as the program room provides space for
confidential counselling, crisis support, access to food and clothing. Having said this we do not have a
24 hour emergency shelter and all youth requiring this level of service must go into Edmonton.
PB-21-40
Councillor Hendriks
Finance
Q: Page 70: Operations: Internal Recoveries – Please explain

Page #: 70

R: Historically, internal recoveries for Corporate Services and Management functions were charged to
operational departments across the organization. For the 2020 budget moving forward, these
charges are being recorded only to fully cost the Utility Budget. In the line item on Page 70,
operations management and Innovation & Technology recovers costs pertaining to Water,
Wastewater and Solid Waste.
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PB-21-41
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 73
Operations
Q: Page 73: Transit – How would the on-demand transit option impact this budget
R: This new service could have an increase to the budget of $325,000.
PB-21-42
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 75
Planning & Development
Q: Page 75: Planning and Development – 2020 Key Accomplishments R.R. 24 (typo)
R: Thank you. “RR24” should read “RR241”. Also, “Join School Agreement” should read Joint School
Agreement.
PB-21-43
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 81
Library
Q: Page 81: Library – Library Programming Bike – What is the cost of the bike (I’ve heard as much as
$15,000.00)
R:
The breakdown of the cost of the Library bike project is as follows:
Electric Cargo Bike: $15,000
Programming supplies: $2000
Portable speaker and headsets: $2500
Mobile lending collection: $4500
iPad with circulation capabilities: $1000
PB-21-44
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 83
Utilities
Q: Page 83: Utilities – Waste Water Collection – Are food establishments inspected to ensure they
have a grease trap for fats, oils, grease and food scraps to prevent same from entering our sanitary
system
R: Alberta Capital Region Wastewater Commission assisted Beaumont with inspections of some food
establishments in the past five years. At this time not all of the food establishments in Beaumont have
been inspected.
PB-21-45
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Utilities
Q: Solid Waste – What is the status of our contract for residential pick up of garbage
R: Current contract expires September 2021; with an optional one year renewal.
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PB-21-46
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 85
Finance
Q: Page 85: Utilities Budget – Why isn’t there a revenue stated in 2021 for offsite levies
R: The correct accounting treatment is to account for offsite levy revenues as they are expended
rather than received. As there are no capital projects proposed to be funded from the Utility Offsite
account, there are no offsite levy revenues budgeted for 2021.
PB-21-47
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 90
Operations
Q: Page 90: Schedule B2 Priority 4 – 12 cm snow pack measured from the centre of the road. I would
suggest that this needs to be reviewed by Council. Priority 3 – 10 cm snow pack measured from the
centre of the road. I would suggest that this needs to be reviewed by Council.
R: If directed by Council, Administration can bring a snow and ice policy forward in early 2021 for
Council’s review and input.
PB-21-48
Councillor Hendriks Page #: 91
Operations
Q: Page 91: Schedule B3 Snow Pile Locations – I would suggest that this needs to be reviewed by
Council
R: If directed by Council, Administration can bring a snow and ice policy forward in early 2021 for
Council’s review and input.
PB-21-49
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 92
Operations
Q: Page 92: Schedule B4 – Roadway Snow Removal – I would suggest that Priority 4 and 5 needs to be
reviewed by Council
R: If directed by Council, Administration can bring a snow and ice policy forward in early 2021 for
Council’s review and input.
PB-21-50
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 94
Operations
Q: Page 94: Schedule B6 – Parking Lots Snow Removal – I would suggest that City Hall be changed to
Priority one
R: If directed by Council, Administration can bring a snow and ice policy forward in early 2021 for
Council’s review and input.
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PB-21-51
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 95
Operations
Q: Page 95: Interesting that the colour designations for Schedule C is in reverse of the other Schedule
formats
R: Administration will take this matter under advisement.
PB-21-52
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 97
Community Services
Q: Page 97: Schedule E - Grass Cutting – Will the St. Vital Church Field be added to Priority one
R: Administration proposed a Priority 1 - weekly cutting for this location.
PB-21-53
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 16
Operations
Q: Page 16, Two operators, please explain how these position dovetails with the temp operators
currently hired for summer and winter work. Have we looked at contracting some services out?
R: Contracting services are already incorporated in the maintenance of assets. Variances with the
compliment of skills and equipment certification between the casual labourer and an operator.
PB-21-54
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 19
Human Resources
Q: Page 19, Please explain how this position will integrate with our current safety supervisor as it
seems a duplication of responsibility?
R: The City of Beaumont has 13 facilities and approximately 250 staff, and additionally employs
numerous contractors and working partners which is a vast and diverse portfolio for one individual.
Health and Safety of workers and ensuring safe environments for public and partners is a priority for
the City, and meeting OH&S legislative requirements is a must. The consequences and liabilities in not
keeping up are monumental. Legislation is currently under review and more proposed changes are
imminent, and keeping up with changes while looking for opportunity to improve is a huge endeavor,
it is a wide and diverse scope that is difficult to manage by one individual at a level of diligence that
will protect Beaumont financially and from a reputational standpoint. By providing additional support
to the health and safety of our workers, Beaumont is in a much more responsible and defendable
position. For a municipality this size to be served by only one individual in this role, and coupled with
the fact that Beaumont has only had a dedicated health and safety professional for a couple years, we
are still playing catch up to industry standards and building a safety culture. The City of Beaumont
continues to grow and evolve in order to better serve the community. An additional resource person
will help Beaumont management maintain current standards and provide opportunity to improve.
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PB-21-55
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 20
Protective Services
Q: Page 20, When was the last time we spoke with the underwriters to determine if we have
adequately met the needs.
R: The last rating received from the Fire Underwriters Survey is dated October 16th, 2017; we are in
the que for another review in 2022. Reviews take place every five (5) years.
When the underwriters conduct a review, many factors are taken into account, they include but are
not limited to: Staffing Levels, response times, equipment type/quantity/capability and age, hydrant
protection, residential growth and more.
PB-21-56
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 21
Finance
Q: Page 21, what would the impact to utility revenues be if we kept all increases to zero,
correspondingly what would the reduction in service levels be due to reduced revenue?
R: Administration factored in all the cost and expenditures the City of Beaumont incurs to provide
residents water, wastewater and solid waste services. Beaumont’s utilities operate on full costrecover, user-pay basis. This means that City of Beaumont utility rates are calculated considering the
operating costs to provide utility services as well as the projected capital costs associated with
renewing and rehabilitating the required infrastructure to provide the service.
PB-21-57
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 23
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 23, We are replacing 8 vehicles, what are the current maintenance costs per year to keep
these vehicles operational, what do we need to do to refurbish these to keep them in service and
what are those costs?
R: Beaumont fleet management has identified the optimal time to replace an asset for various vehicle
types. As fuel degradation and maintenance cost increase as the vehicles age. Six of the vehicles
range from 20 to 11 years in service; and are past the scheduled 10 year renewal time. Cost to
refurbish is $170,000 with ongoing maintenance of $50,000 per year. Refurbishment includes, major
repairs such as replacement of transmissions, brakes, front end alignments, repair rust and reinforce
boxes.
PB-21-58
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 23
Capital - Protective Services
Q: Page 23, Ladder truck, These are typically well north of a $1.5 million dollars in cost,
a. Have we looked at the used market? Or the spec market?
b. What the cost be to refurbish our existing truck to keep it in service?
c. Have we spoken with our regional partners to see if a regional solution exists Leduc
and Leduc County just bought new ladder trucks?
d. Looking towards risk, how many times in the last 5 years have we deployed ladder on
a scene and actually used it to perform rescue and fire suppression operations?
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R: The costs of aerial apparatus relies heavily on the capabilities and design of the unit being sourced.
The suggestion of 1.5 million is NOT reflective of the unit identified as needed for the City of
Beaumont. The costs presented for this scheduled replacement, are inclusive of: meeting our existing
and future needs; considering other regional assets, and equipping the new apparatus with the
required equipment to meet current National Fire Protection Association Standards (NFPA).
a. In the past, the City of Beaumont has purchased used apparatus from regional sources.
Equipment, when liquidated by another fire service, may reduce the initial purchase cost,
however it also comes with added risk: possible additional maintenance and repairs,
breakdowns and re-occurring replacement costs and/or discussions.
b. No exact cost for refurbishing our existing apparatus can be provided; it has been estimated
however, to be $400,000 - $450,000 and would take the better part of a year to complete. All
components, including the fire pump; platform; ladder; stabilizers; drivetrain; body; and
lighting system would need to be modified or installed. In addition, a Supplemental Restraint
System (SRS), and all associated technology and sensors, would need to be installed.
Current repairs needed on our existing ladder unit include the manufacturing (machining) of
new parts as new or used parts, are no longer available.
The City of Beaumont is planning to explore “Stock or Demo” units, as options for purchase.
These units typically reduce the overall purchase price of the unit.
c. Considerations of utilizing other aerial apparatus from across the region has been completed.
As a part of this evaluation, additional travel time, the added risk to our residents and our first
responders, as well as increased costs, were considered. Based on existing call volumes,
should Beaumont rely on other fire departments to provide rescue services to residents, the
costs associated with this would equate to $128,520 annually or, $2,570,400 over twenty (20)
years (the life of a new apparatus). This costs is derived from historical use and call volumes,
multiplied by costs outlined in existing agreements.
d. When considering usage, it must be understood that an Aerial device (Ladder Truck) responds
to a wide variety of calls for service, include is: Monitored Alarms; Structure Fires; Carbon
Monoxide Alarms; Dangerous Goods Incidents; Rescues; Mutual Aid (if requested); and
Aircraft Emergencies. These types of calls contribute to approximately 40-45% of our total call
volume. Call volumes for the Beaumont Fire Service continue to rise and this year, are on
track to break 400 in 2020.
Thankfully, and to the best of my knowledge, over the previous five (5) years, our current
Ladder Truck has not been used to perform any rescues. Fire, like the RCMP, base equipment,
staffing and response, on risk.
PB-21-59
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 23
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 23, We are replacing 8 vehicles, what are the current maintenance costs per year to keep
these vehicles operational, what do we need to do to refurbish these to keep them in service and
what are those costs?
R: Refer to response in question PB-21-57.
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PB-21-60
Mayor Stewart
Page #: NA
Capital - Operations
Q: What are the advantages of a vacuum sweeper and noting the age of our current sweeper why
would we not add it to the fleet to enhance our ability to clean streets faster?
R: Flexibility of a unit that can be used for other functions and not just street sweeping; high pressure
water jet to clean street fixtures and storm drain attachments. Adding to the fleet to enhance this
service level is another option for Council to consider.
PB-21-61
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 25
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 25, Why decommission and not replace the amenities at Gerry Patsula, Boulevard Park and
Reservoir park, all these amenities are well used?
R: Administration conducted a review of the current playground asset group, and recommended
decommissioning as part of the analysis for life cycle costs and condition of the aged out playgrounds.
Full replacement will be required for these three playground structures, due to the age, limited parts
availability to repair, site drainage, proximity to vehicle traffic, and none have accessibility
components. There are other playgrounds in walking distance for residents to access.
PB-21-62
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 29
Capital – Community Services
Q: Page 29, Does the project plan include the underground infrastructure for future buildings and
lighting. (electricity, water and sewer)?
R: Underground services are in the area, power is included in the project for the field.
PB-21-63
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 31
Capital - Operations
Q: Page 31, Can some of the 8 vehicles being decommissioned be repurposed for use instead of the
vans?
R: Administration is not recommending repurposing based on the age and condition of these vehicles.
PB-21-64
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 37, 38
Capital - Finance
Q: Page 37, 38, Could these two initiatives be funded with our unused grant funding?
R: TWP 510 and RR 243 Intersection Improvements – This is an offsite levy project forecasted to be
completed in 2023. It should be funded from the offsite levy.
Fire Service Training Ground – This project could be funded from grants. Administration is not
proposing that it be funded in 2021.
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PB-21-65
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 39
Planning & Development
Q: Page 39, The 50th street agreement funds what are these to be used for they have been riding on
the books for 5+ years?
R: These funds were the balance left from the original transfer agreement for 50 Street (formally
Highway 814). The tie in to 41 Ave at the former City of Edmonton limits could not be completed until
twinning occurred on the north side of the intersection (Edmonton side) and/or at a minimum until
the intersection was upgraded.
Now that annexation is complete and the portion north of Beaumont’s new boundary is the City of
Edmonton’s responsibility and jurisdiction, these funds are not required for those particular future
upgrades.
There is no final reconciliation or need to return the funds from the information and discussions that
have occurred to date.
Possible uses should still involve 50 Street, and could include:
 Improvements/Upgrades to intersections as warranted
 Utility work/relocations
 Signal upgrades
PB-21-66
Mayor Stewart
Finance
Q: Page 42, What is the extra $28,000 being used for?

Page #: 42

R: The increase of $28,000 in Transfer from reserve is a one-time increase in 2021 and is intended to
cover the increase in expenditures related to the onboarding of elected officials after the 2021
election ($7,000) and the possibility of requiring technology for new members of Council ($21,000)
PB-21-67
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 45, 55
Finance
Q: Page 45,55, Do we have plans to enhance the ability of our residents to complete purchases etc,
online, such as dog licenses, rec fees…
R: Residents currently have multiple ways to pay their bills including through our online portal.
Finance is exploring better ways to improve residents’ accessibility to easier payments methods. This
will be one area of focus in the Financial Master Plan completed in 2021.
PB-21-68
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 57
Human Resources
Q: Page 57, 130 people seems like an awfully high number of employees to be added to municipality
can we get a break down those hires and why?
R: Approximately 75 positions were related to the opening of the BSRC
Approximately 20 positions were for summer roles.
41 Full time hired
6 part time
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85 Casual/Terms
Remaining positions were various positions throughout the organization including; communications,
childcare, fire, operations, BSRC, etc., to fill vacancies, or to cover medical leaves, maternity/parental
leaves, etc.
PB-21-69
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 62
Operations
Q: Page 62, Fleet Maintenance services, how is minor maintenance being carried out now and what
would it take to move it in house
R: Fleet Services for some minor maintenance is already in-house. Administration would need to
complete a business case to have a fully integrated mechanics department to present to Council.
PB-21-70
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 63
Operations
Q: Page 63, Can we get a brief overview of the policy on how contractors are selected to do city work,
both for project and ongoing maintenance?
R: In accordance with Beaumont’s approved policy C14-Purchasing.
PB-21-71
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 70
Community Services
Q: Page 70, No line item for community grants in expenses where are these funded from?
R: Please refer to page 49 of the Proposed 2021 budget document for information on community
grants.
PB-21-72
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 75
Planning & Development
Q: Page 75, In the burying of the overhead powerlines along 50Th avenue we made a number of
temporary repairs with asphalt to sidewalks when will the permanent repairs of concrete and brick be
completed?
R: Phase 2 of the streetscape project is scheduled for 2022. In the meantime an estimate of $40,000
is required to complete improvements to the temporary patches (back to concrete) in 2021.
PB-21-73
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 80
Protective Services
Q: Page 80, There is a decrease in the fire service expenses of approximately 20% from 2020, please
explain such a large discrepancy?
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R: Beaumont’s Disaster Services Budget is included within the Fire Service Budget. In early 2020, a
transfer from reserves was made into the Disaster Services Budget to support the City’s response to
COVID19. No reserve transfer is being made in 2021 reflecting a decrease in expenses.
PB-21-74
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 80
Protective Services
Q: Page 80 There is a large increase in municipal enforcement of approximately 35% please explain
this large discrepancy?
R: The increase shown represents the transfer of Automated Traffic Enforcement funds to the Traffic
Safety Reserve ($725,000) as well, the net savings from the service provider.
PB-21-75
Mayor Stewart
Page #: 92
Operations
Q: Page 92, what determines which streets are priority 4 and 5? Why are the snow pack numbers so
high for these streets?
R: Snow pack number are correlated to speed zones, resource availability and categories of road
types:
1.
Arterial roadways and emergency services,
2.
Collector roadways and school zones,
3.
Other type or roads
Administration would further evaluate through the identified 2021 initiative to develop a Snow and
Ice Policy.
PB-21-76
Councillor Stout
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: Page 3. A property tax increase of 1.5% is proposed. If we wanted to reduce this to a 0.0% increase,
how much would we need to reduce expenses? Figures on p3 seem to indicate this would be an
amount of $314,300 – is that correct? Would it make a difference whether this is from operating or
capital budgets?
R: Yes if Council wished to approve a property tax increase in 2021 of 0% there would need to be a
reduction of expenditures in the amount of $314,300, or an increase to revenue of $314,300, or a
combination of expenditure reduction and revenue increases that equaled $314,300.
Any adjustment to revenue and expenditures in order to achieve a 0.0% tax increase for 2021 needs
to be found in the operating budget. Adjustments to the capital budget do not have a direct impact
on the proposed tax rate increase.
PB-21-77
Councillor Stout
Page #: 18
Finance
Q: Page 18. Can we really hire a Procurement Clerk for three years at net zero cost? If not, I don’t
understand what this chart is showing.
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R: Administration is proposing that a Procurement Clerk be added to the staffing compliment. It is
expected that the direct costs associated with hiring this position can be funded with existing budget
across the organization. It is expected that the position will generate savings in the procurement
processes that will be used to fund the position.
The table on page 18 is intended to show the cost of the position in the top line and the reduction in
budgets across the organization in the second line. The overall result is a net zero increase to the
budget.
PB-21-78
Councillor Stout
Page #: 14
Finance
Q: Page 14. Similar question regarding this chart. If hiring a Procurement Clerk doesn’t have a cost
why is it shown as a budget line item? If it does have a cost, then why isn’t that cost shown here?

R: The chart on page 14 is intended show the net costs associated with proposed changes in service
for the 2021 budget. Administration is expecting that the Procurement Clerk will have a net zero
impact on the 2021 budget.
PB-21-79
Councillor Stout
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: Some big increases in expenses in specific categories. Could we please provide a more detailed
explanation for the increase in each case?
Department
Expense
$Change
% Change
a. CAO Office
Program Expenses and
Supplies
19,800
9900.0%
b. Communications & Marketing
Program Expenses and
Supplies
20,300
91.4%
c. Community Services
Materials and
Supplies
247,200
294.3%
d. Economic Development
Professional and Consulting
Services
350,000
184.2%
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e. Human Resources
Internal
Recoveries
(56,500)
259.2%
f. Operations
Program Expenses and
Supplies
38,800
63.4%
g. Innovations and Technology
Program Expenses and
Supplies
46,900
94.0%
h. Utilities Budget
Internal
Allocations
556,000
87.4%
R: a. These increased expenditures are of a one-time nature in order to operate the 2021 municipal
election. These increased costs are being funded through a transfer from the Financial Stabilization
reserve.
b. Communications and Marketing conducted an analysis of costs using actual expenses from prior
years. As a result, amounts were reallocated between various line items. Program Expense & Supplies
increased by $20,300 but is offset by decreases in Travel & Training and Professional & Consulting
Services totaling $23,500. The net increase for the overall department primarily reflects an
interdepartmental transfer of one FTE during 2020.
c.

c. Increase is driven from a full year of operations of the Beaumont Sport & Recreation Centre.
d. In 2021, besides the planned contract execution and start-up of the 10Gig broadband network,
Economic Development is also involved in delivering some significant strategic initiatives to the City
which could dramatically shape the community for years to come. These initiatives are currently at
stages where they need to be confidential, however Council has been briefed on them.

d. At this time, due to the scope/scale, uniqueness and complexity of these projects, Administration
(Economic Development) believes it is more prudent and sensible to plan for external experts to
support efforts. There will be specific skill sets and expertise required through 2021 as these
initiatives advance. In some cases, these skills and resources will be required specific to the
components of the project and not needed long-term. Throughout 2021 with these initiatives
evolving, Administration will continually evaluate the resources/skills needed and if required may
recommend hiring and bringing a skill/resource in-house
e. e. This represents the amount of department expenses that are charged to the utility budget.
Administration reviewed the amount of time each of the corporate service departments spend on
utilities to determine if the allocations were appropriate.
f.

f and g. Increase noted in (f) is driven from increase noted in (g). Increased expenses in Innovation &
Technology service are from Asset Tracking Programming and additional IT hardware required.

g.

h. This represents the amount of department expenses that are charged to the utility budget.
Administration reviewed the amount of time each of the corporate service departments spend on
utilities to determine if the allocations were appropriate.
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PB-21-80
Councillor Stout
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: In general, why are we spending so much more on “Program Expenses and Supplies”?
R: Please refer to Page 13. Program expenses and supplies have decreased $286,000 (32.4%).
PB-21-81
Councillor Stout
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: How does “Materials and Supplies” differ from “Program Expenses and Supplies”? Isn’t there some
overlap between these two?
R: Materials and Supplies refers to consumable inventory and general supplies. Program Expenses
and Supplies refers to costs of offering various department specific programs within the department
as well as any program specific supplies required. There may be some overlap in certain instances.
Finance has begun reviewing its expense classifications and expects to reclassify and/or consolidate
some categories to avoid redundancy.
PB-21-82
Councillor Stout
Page #: 41
Finance
Q: Page 41. Why is there still a separate operating reserve for Planning? This seems wholly contrary to
our rationale for consolidating financial reserves where possible. In the event of an unforeseen
planning contingency (surely an oxymoron!) why can’t the planning department use the same
operating reserve as all other departments? Wouldn’t such an unplanned draw on reserves by the
Planning department also be considered as financial stabilization?

R: At the September 22, 2020 City Council meeting, Council approved a reserve policy that included a
reserve structure. Within this approved reserve structure the Planning reserve was identified along
with a statement of the purpose of the reserve. The stated purpose approved by Council is as follows
“To provide funding for one time expenditures associated with planning activities that will result in
the creation or updates to significant municipal plans (e.g. Municipal Development Plan, Central Area
Redevelopment Plan, Land Use Bylaw).”
At the September 22 meeting, members of Council did ask questions regarding this particular reserve.
Administration was going to consider the concerns raised and if it was determined that there was no
need for the reserve that a motion would be brought forward through the year end process to
eliminate the Planning reserve from the policy.
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PB-21-83
Councillor Stout
Page #: 73
Operations
Q: Page 73. Transit expenses include the following line item:
Expense
$ 2021
% Change
Licenses Permits & Fees Expense
473,000
-22.1%
How much could this amount be reduced if we did not obtain these licenses and permits until
Beaumont Transit recommences operations post pandemic?
R: It is challenging for Administration to provide a specific amount as it is difficult to predict the length
of time the pandemic will last. In general, Administration does not recommend making any
adjustments to the 2021 budget in reaction to the pandemic. These types of adjustments are likely to
create a situation where it will be necessary to increase budgets in a future year and result in an
increase to the property tax rate for that budget year.
PB-21-84
Councillor Stout
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: Is there a cost of living allowance or a merit/performance raise factored into increased wage costs?
R: The budget proposed by Administration does not contain an estimate related to wage increases for
a cost of living or for merit.
PB-21-85
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: P.3 Proposed Property Tax Increase – Am I correct in my understanding that in order to achieve a
0% tax increase in 2021, there would need to be a reduction in expenses and/or increase in revenue
equaling $314,300? What are the pros and cons to meeting that target?
R: Yes if Council wished to approve a property tax increase in 2021 of 0% there would need to be a
reduction of expenditures in the amount of $314,300, or an increase to revenue of $314,300, or a
combination of expenditure reduction and revenue increases that equaled $314,300.
The advantages of approving a 0.0% tax increase for 2021 include providing financial relief to some
property owners and demonstrating additional fiscal restraint.
The disadvantages to a 0.0% increase include some property owners will likely see an increase to their
property tax bill, considering inflation is forecasted to be 1.8% in 2021 a 0.0% increase can be viewed
as a further reduction in the City’s ability to fund existing services, and in order to achieve a 0.0%
increase service level reductions may need to be approved.
PB-21-86
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 6
Finance
Q: P.6 Public Engagement – It is difficult to determine what the specific recommendations of residents
would be based on this data summary. In addition, the sample size was very small- 34-37 responsesbased on comments made at Council on November 10th by Mr. Dowler. What was the purpose of this
exercise and what can be gleaned from these results?
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R: For the 2021 budget process, Administration utilized a different approach for public engagement
that included an online survey for residents to provide responses. The objectives of offering the
online survey included trying to provide information on the cost of services, provide budget
information in a different format to educate residents on the City’s budget, and to try and reach more
residents than previous budget years.
In terms of the results from the survey, there isn’t much that can be utilized to inform any decisions
for the 2021 budget. As a first attempt the overall reach is an improvement from prior years however
Administration has learned that there are still opportunities to use the tool to expand the reach to
more residents and provide information on the city’s finances.
PB-21-87
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 8-10
Finance
Q: P.8-10 Innovations & Efficiency – These 40 items form an impressive list of initiatives designed to
innovate and improve efficiencies however there appears to be a lack of consistency in determining
the cost/value impact of each initiative. Please explain how item #8 for $298,000 is reflected in the
operating budget. Have overall expenses in the Corporate Services Department been reduced by that
amount?
R: The Proposed 2021 Budget is a first attempt by Administration to identify and communicate the
initiatives that have been undertaken and will begin in the coming year to innovate and create
efficiencies within the organization. As the culture in the organization matures in this area it is hoped
that more consistency in identifying the cost or value of the initiatives will increase.
The item identified as #8 relates specifically to three instances where Administration rationalized the
existing budgets in relation to the actual expenditures. Through this process it was identified that
$298,000 in budget could be reallocated from these three departments to other departments of the
organization in an effort to offset required increases for 2021.
PB-21-88
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 15
Community Service
Q: P.15 Beaumont SRC – Please explain the chart on this page. Why is it showing 10 FTEs while the
description speaks to 14 FTE’s? To be clear, please identify how many FTE’s will be included from
2021-2023 compared to the 2020 budget
R: 6 months of wages for the 14 FTE in the 2020 budget are being realized in 2021 (captured as 7).
Additionally 3 more FTE are required to meet service delivery.
PB-21-89
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 16
Operations
Q: P.16 Parks Operators (2 FTEs)- Again, please explain how the Incremental chart is being used. Are
you proposing to add 2 FTE’s in each year? The explanation speaks to adding 4 FTEs.
R: Error in the explanation should have been 2 FTE’s requested. The incremental chart is the ongoing
costs to maintain 2 FTE positions.
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PB-21-90
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 17
Economic Development
Q: P.17. Economic Development – Has there been a decision by the Global Edmonton Board to
request additional funding from municipalities? Would the Administration recommend using the
Economic Development Reserve to fund that initiative if necessary?
R: Yes. At the October 22nd 2020 Extraordinary Shareholder Meeting, Edmonton Global Shareholders
voted in favour of Option B. Option B will see funding for Edmonton Global increase to $6m over the
next two years. This additional funding will see Edmonton Global increase the number of
opportunities they pursue by 50%, provide direct support to businesses in the region looking to
expand, host more foreign investors/site selectors and increase the overall marketing efforts.
For Beaumont, the impact is expected to approximately an increase of ~$19k in 2021.
Administration does not recommend using the Ec Dev Reserve for this increase in 2021 since this is
not a one-time impact. In 2021 and 2022, there will a stepped increase each year to reach their target
goals of Option B. After that time, this amount may be maintained. This is seen as more of an ongoing
operational expense where we expect to see increasing benefit for the region and Beaumont.
PB-21-91
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 19
Economic Development
Q: P.19 Health & Safety/Training & Development Advisor – why is the Administration recommending
a .8 FTE instead of 1 FTE?
R: The rationale for the 0.8 vs 1.0 FTE was based on costs. The city saves on the hourly wages but also
save on the cost for pension and benefits. To increase the position to 1.0 could cost approximately an
additional $45,000. Administration anticipates that this position may go full time within the next few
years with the continued growth of the city and FTE’s and refinement of the safety program.
PB-21-92
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 21
Family Services
Q: P.21 Proposed User Fees – How recently have parents been advised of this proposed increase in
user fees?
R: Parents have not been notified of the fee increase. If this increase is approved by Council parents
will be provided with 30 days written notice.
PB-21-93
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: P.42 Council – What revenue is brought in by Council that accounts for $1,000/year?
R: This is budgeted revenue from ticket sales for the Mayor’s Breakfast.
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PB-21-94
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: P.42 Council – What are the program expenses and supplies valuing $21,000?
R: This amount is for the onboarding of new elected officials after the 2021 Election. These costs are
being funded with a transfer from the Financial Stabilization reserve.
PB-21-95
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: P.42 Council – What is being contemplated for Professional and Consulting Services for $7,600?
R: With the election in the fall, this is the budgeted expenditure for onboarding and orientation of a
New Council.
PB-21-96
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 43
CAO Office
Q: P.43 CAO Office – When will Council see the new Council Governance Manual?
R: This item is coming to Council in December this will be a special COTW.
PB-21-97
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 44
CAO Office
Q: P.44 CAO Office- Is the $20,000 transfer from Reserves, similar to the $28,000 in Council’s budget,
for unanticipated Covid-19 related expenses?
R: The $20,000 one-time Transfer from reserve is for Legislative Services in order to fund the one-time
costs associated with the 2021 municipal election. The $28,000 in Council’s budget is for the
onboarding and orientation of a new Council.
PB-21-98
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 51
Economic Development
Q: P.51 Economic Development – Please delineate the amount of time, human and financial resources
being allocated to the 10G proposal in 2021.
R: Currently in regard to the 10Gig Project, approximately 20% of the Director’s time is focused on
this project and he is supported by an Analyst within the department as well. Where required,
additional departments are being engaged to ensure the project if/when completed meets the needs
of the organization and there is broad understanding and support. As well, Communications is
engaged on a regular basis with project updates and in 2021 a broader community
engagement/communication program is planned as the Project is planned to transition from
negotiations through to implementation. Also, external Legal Counsel has been engaged throughout
to ensure the City is advised of any legal risks or concerns and working collaboratively with Legal, the
discussions can continue to advance.
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A project such as this is unique (first in western Canada) and if/when complete and built-out will
provide Beaumont with tremendous opportunities for new business, enhanced services to residents,
potential revenue streams, etc. Therefore, Administration wants to ensure that the right resources
(internal and external where required) are engaged and focused, while also ensuring day-to-day
service delivery is maintained.
PB-21-99
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 52
Economic Development
Q: P.52 Economic Development – What projects are being completed with the use of consultants
(2021 - increase of $350,000) as opposed to in-house expertise – how is this rationalized given the
decrease of an FTE from 2020?
R: In 2021, besides the planned contract execution and start-up of the 10Gig broadband network,
Economic Development is also involved in delivering some significant strategic initiatives to the City
which could dramatically shape the community for years to come. These initiatives are currently at
stages where they need to be confidential, however Council has been briefed on them.
At this time, due to the scope/scale, uniqueness and complexity of these projects, Administration
(Economic Development) believes it is more prudent and sensible to plan for external experts to
support efforts. There will be specific skill sets and expertise required through 2021 as these
initiatives advance. In some cases, these skills and resources will be required specific to the
components of the project and not needed long-term. Throughout 2021 with these initiatives
evolving, Administration will continually evaluate the resources/skills needed and if required may
recommend hiring and bringing a skill/resource in-house.
PB-21-100
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 53
Family Services
Q: P.53 Family Services – What resources have been identified to develop a collaborative effort to
support an affordable housing plan? Since there are limited consulting dollars available in this budget
for this initiative, where would these resources come from?
R: The Affordable Housing Project is being led by Long Range Planning in collaboration with FCSS.
Collaboration is occurring through the project working group which includes stakeholders such as
Leduc Regional Housing Foundation, Economic Development, and community members at large.
Consultants Urban Matters have been hired to assist. This funding is allocated in the long range
planning budget and not FCSS.
PB-21-101
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 53
Family Services
Q: P.53 Family Services – Which local programs received support under the Provincial $100,000
funding for pandemic assistance? Is more funding needed to help these organizations further (e.g.
mental health, addictions, family violence, etc.)?
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R: The Leduc Food Bank received $75,000, FCSS received $10,000, and Eaglemont Church received
$35,000. All of this funding is being utilized to support vulnerable clients in our community who are
struggling as a result of the pandemic.
PB-21-102
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 55
Finance
Q: P.55 Finance – possibly a typo – Innovations & Efficiencies: “$490,300 in 2020 and $541,100 in
2020”?
R: Finance reviewed the historical salaries and wages budget and determined that budgeting for a full
staff compliment for an entire year was resulting in large surpluses in this expense category. These
two amounts reflect the dollar value that has been removed from the tax levy by discounting for
estimated staff turnover.
PB-21-103
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 57
Human Resources
Q: P.57 Human Resources – Please summarize where the 130 new employees were added and
provide a comparison re: staff turnover from 2017 – 2020.
R: Approximately 75 positions were related to the opening of the BSRC
Approximately 20 positions were for summer roles.
41 Full time hired
6 part time
85 Casual/Terms
Remaining positions were various positions throughout the organization including; communications,
childcare, fire, operations, BSRC, etc., to fill vacancies, or to cover medical leaves, maternity/parental
leaves, etc.
Our approximate turnover rates for permanent positions are:
2017: 14.2%
2018: 10.8%
2019: 9.15%
2020: 11.88%
Statistically organizations are typically between 12%-20%.
PB-21-104
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 73
Operations
Q: P.73 Transit – What are the chances that our revenue will decline further and if it does what are
the fixed costs regardless of the extent of our service provided as in bus storage, staffing, etc.?
R: Administration is unable to predict length of pandemic which has suspended the Transit service to
forecast revenue decline, however, $89,300 for 2021 are the budgeted costs to store, insurance,
maintain licensing and regulatory inspections if the transit service continues to be suspended.
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PB-21-105
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 82
Finance
Q: P. 82 Library – I see that the Library has made a decision not to ask for any increase and to instead
withdraw $30,000 from the Library Reserve. This reserve was established by Council a number of
years ago. Could the Administration provide Council with the history of this small reserve and
whether this reserve will be available for the Library, if needed, in 2022?
R: The library reserve balance is forecasted to be $207,465 at January 1, 2021. The library is annually
provided with a $30,000 transfer from surplus that allows them to pursue specific projects as they
arise throughout the year without requiring Council approval. The approach from the library for 2021
would reduce this amount to $16,500.
PB-21-106
Councillor Barnhart
Page #: 88
Operations
Q: P.88 Schedule A. Street, Sidewalk and Trail Sweeping – Where can we find the service levels for
spraying down the dust/clearing ditches, etc. along RR243 + RR241?
R: Administration does not have a prepared map for the dust suppression, however, operations
contracts with Leduc County for the gravel roads that are done twice a year.
PB-21-107
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: What is the proposed business tax increase for 2021? What was the business tax increase in 2019
and 2020?
R: The proposed budget has a proposed tax increase of 1.5% (2020 – 1.6%, 2019 – 1.9%).
PB-21-108
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: Franchise fees: On page 3, it says reduction of (380,500) but on page 11 & 45 it says an increase in
franchise fees of 380,500. Please clarify.
R: Based on estimates received from franchisees, administration is budgeting for a $380,500 increase
in franchise fee revenue. Page 3 presents incremental changes in relation to a required tax increase.
For maintaining services, increased revenue is stated in brackets to indicate a negative correlation to
a tax increase.
PB-21-109
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: Rental Revenue: On page 3, it says a reduction of (217,300) and on pages 11 and 13, it says a rental
income increase of 761,500. Please clarify from where this loss and revenue increase come from?
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R: See answer to question 108. On page 3, $217,000 is shown as increased rental revenue (excluding
the BSRC which is shown in the “Growth in Services” heading). Rental revenue for the City is
budgeted to increase $761,500 (including the BSRC).
PB-21-110
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 3
Finance
Q: Licenses, Permits and fees, on page 3 it states under maintaining services a reduction of (417,500)
and also a reduction in Expenses of (687,500), can you clarify this?
R: Licenses, permits, and fines revenues are budgeted to increase $417,500. It is expected the City
will realize increased revenue through a higher percentage of automated enforcement.
Licenses, permits, and fees expenses are budgeted to decrease organization wide, largely due to a
reduction in one time projects (consulting fees) from the previous year.
PB-21-111
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 8
Finance
Q: #12: It says due to accounting correction on personnel costs, there will be a surplus of $490,300 in
2020 and also $541,000 in 2020, I assume that the $541,000 should be in 2021?(and on page 55) and
if so, where is it accounted for in the budget?
R: Yes, $541,000 is for 2021. These amounts are reflected as discounts within the Salaries & Wages
expense lines.
PB-21-112
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 13
Finance
Q: User fees and Sales of goods are increasing by 1,004,400, can you clarify the sources of this
revenue?
R: The majority of the increased revenue from User fees & Sale of Goods is from a full year of
operations of the Beaumont Sport & Recreation Centre.
PB-21-113
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 13
Finance
Q: Salaries & Wages are going up by $1,230,300 or +9.3%. My understanding is that the City staff will
have a zero increase in wages in 2021 and this increase comes from the additional staffing for the
BSRC and new staff additions. Can you confirm?
R: This is correct. The proposed budget does not include merit or cost-of-living increases.
PB-21-114
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 13
Finance
Q: Internal Allocations: it is a substantial reduction for 2020 and 2021, can you clarify what this is?
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R: To ensure utilities are fully costed, internal allocations and recoveries are transfers from the
operating budget to the utility budget, mainly for corporate and management services.
PB-21-115
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 21
Utilities
Q: Utilities: Please outline the reasons for the increase in water utility cost for 2021.
R: The rates are designed to fund all the water utilities’ costs related to operations (monitoring,
storage, pumphouses, and distribution systems) and current and future capital projects related to
water quality, city growth and regulatory requirements. Assets, such water infrastructure assets,
require planned renewal as outlined on the water renewal program request.
PB-21-116
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: Benefits Expense: To my knowledge, only the Mayor gets benefits. What comprises the $51,300 in
Benefits Expense?
R: This expense category includes benefits for the full-time Mayor, Standard payroll deductions (i.e.
CPP) for all councilor’s, and cell phone/internet stipends.
PB-21-117
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 42
CAO Office
Q: Travel & Training: What was the actual expenditure in 2020 thus far and is the full $31,500
required for 2021?
R: To date, $2,500 has been spent in this category (2019 - $34,500). The proposed budget does not
include adjustments due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
PB-21-118
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 44
CAO Office
Q: There is an increase in Program expenses of +19,800, where is this being re-allocated from?
R: These increased expenditures are of a one-time nature in order to operate the 2021 municipal
election. These increased costs are being funded through a transfer from the Financial Stabilization
reserve.
PB-21-119
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 45
Finance
Q: I assume that we have an investment income policy, please share that with Council as I do not
recall seeing it previously.
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R: The City of Beaumont currently does not have a Council approved investment policy.
Administration is planning on presenting a draft investment policy at some point prior to the end of
the 2021 second quarter.
PB-21-120
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 45
Finance
Q: Debenture Principal reduction: this reduction is $4,621,500 which I believe was the payment on
the 80 acres which takes this debt off of the books, is this correct?
R: Yes, that is correct.
PB-21-121
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 52
Economic Development
Q: Professional & Consulting Fees: There is an increase of +$350,000, can we clarify how this will be
used?
R:SEE RESPONSES TO PB – 21-99
PB-21-122
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 70
Operations
Q: Materials & Supplies shows an increase of $472,800, please clarify what this increase is comprised
of?
R: This increase is largely driven from a full year of operations for the BSRC facility, specifically repairs
and maintenance.
PB-21-123
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 80
Protective Services
Q: Fire revenue is projected to be down by $249,300, what would account for that?
R: Disaster Services is included in the operating budget of the Fire Service. There was a $250,000
transfer from Reserves to Disaster Services in 2020, in support of the City’s response to COVID-19. No
transfer is in budget for 2021 which reflects the reduction shown on Page 80.
PB-21-124
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 80
Protective Services
Q: Fire Expense is projected to be down by $217,600, what would account for that? What is or will
our fire department have to do without for this reduction?
Generally, I am not comfortable with reducing our critical protective services which I define as Fire &
Police in any way unless it is absolutely necessary so this reduction concerns me.
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R: Beaumont’s Disaster Services Budget is included into the Fire Service Budget. In early 2020, a
transfer from reserves was made into the Disaster Services Budget to support the City’s response to
COVID19. No reserve transfer is being made in 2021 reflecting a decrease in expenses.
PB-21-125
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 80
Protective Services
Q: Municipal Enforcement is going up by +$378,600, what would account for that?
R: The increase shown represents the transfer of Automated Traffic Enforcement funds to the Traffic
Safety Reserve ($725,000) as well, the net savings from the service provider.
PB-21-126
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 29
Capital - Community Services
Q: Four Seasons Park & Multi-use Field and Trails at $5.5 million:
This is a request more than a question. This project really has 2 parts being the field itself and a very
significant and necessary upgrade and new construction to the trail system (1,735 meters) and
upgrades to the existing water mgmt. facility.
While I realize and endorse doing these projects together, I would like to see this separated into one
budget for the field and one budget for the trails and water mgt which I think would more accurately
reflect what we are doing as the trail system has been under scrutiny for some time and it would be
great to show this trail system upgrade as a separate line item of investment into our community.
R: This is three projects in one, breakdown is $648,000 for all proposed trail connections/ upgrades in
Four Seasons and other areas, $900,000 for the Four Seasons storm water management pond and the
remainder for the Multi- Use field.
PB-21-127
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: 23
Capital – Protective Services
Q: Fleet & equipment replacement:
There is a new ladder fire truck shown on page 39 for $1,300,000 to be funded by the Federal gas tax
which is a significant investment.
Is this a new truck? Could we not find a used truck to suit our needs?
Also, If I recall previous discussions, if we go with a tandem axle ladder truck, the existing fire hall
can't store it as it is too long. So, are looking at a new, single axle ladder truck or perhaps a good used
single axle ladder truck for less than $1,300,000.?
I am asking because the 5 year Capital plan projects a fire hall upgrade of $3.5m in 2022 so if we buy
the tandem truck in 2021 which is too long for the fire hall to store, where will we store it for use by
our department?
R: This ladder truck is a scheduled replacement for the existing unit. The life span of a front line fire
apparatus is twenty years.
- Used equipment that meets the needs of the City of Beaumont is difficult to find, the closest
used option to us is our to Airdrie Alberta, for a unit that is close to the same age as ours.
Often used equipment comes from the States, however it requires much work, prior to
entering service in Canada.
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Purchasing used equipment may provide savings on the initial purchase. As we have seen
with our existing ladder unit, purchased used from the City of Leduc, however repair and
maintenance costs become a significant investment themselves, adding up over the life time
of the unit.
The unit identified in the Capital Budget plan is a single axle unit, with a reach capability of
over 100 feet. The unit identified by Administration will fit inside our existing fire hall, it will
also reduce in training costs, provide us more maneuverability/access, it promotes faster
access to heights promoting rescue/suppression, and it will save in overall cost. Fire
Administration understands that should an event escalate into a large fire suppression
operation, we have full time (City of Leduc) and Volunteer (County of Leduc) resources that
we can call upon for additional assistance.
Upon approval, the RFP for a new unit will include the option for Stock or Demo units. These
are basic units that are in production with a manufacture, and are typically sold at a reduced
cost.
Future Fire Hall upgrades are inclusive of: improved quarters for staff; additional office space
& work stations, additional bay space, addition of a fixed backup generator and improved
maintenance and repair space.

PB-21-128
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: NA
Community Services
Q: I have not seen Steve's list of question but he may have already suggested this but if not, I would
propose that Council give consideration to not requiring the collection of fees from registered nonprofit groups within Beaumont. This would include fees charged for special events, signage etc. In
order to consider this, I would appreciate our admin pricing this out to see the impact on revenue.
R: Permitting costs associated to non-profit groups and/or organizations who received funding
through the Community Grants program for 2018, 2019 and 2020 total approximately $2,200.

PB-21-129 – Removed by
Councillor

Councillor Daneluik

Page #: NA

PB-21-130
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 4
Finance
Q: Page 4 talks about the impact on a household and has historical tax increases. Please provide
proposed impact on non-residential tax for 2021 as well as historical data.
R: The historical tax increases presented are for the City’s operating budget which includes all
assessment classes. The household impact shown is based on an average household. As this
represents the overwhelming majority of the residential assessment, this calculation is relevant and
comparable information.
Because non-residential properties vary greatly in assessment depending on property size and nature
of commercial business, averages could be misleading. The table below shows the impact per
$100,000 assessed value.
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Impact of New Rates on Non-residential
Properties
Non-residential (per $100k assessed
value)

2020
944.71

2021
959.07

Annual
Impact
14.36

Monthly
Impact
1.20

PB-21-131
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 14
Community Services
Q: Arts council requested a dedicated FTE for the arts. I don’t see it in unfounded operating changes
to service. Did we consider this? Please provide justification for not including it in both the funded
and the budget document in general. I see on page 48 a goal is to “reallocate resources to support
culture” - are these items linked?
R: CS is looking at reallocating from within to provide support in this type or role.
PB-21-132
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 16
Community Services
Q: Page 16 talks about 2 ball diamonds. Please confirm this is a typo and should be 4 diamonds
R: : It should be 4
PB-21-133
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 16
Operations
Q: I see the justification for 4 FTE’s but the spreadsheet below has 2 in 2021, 2022 and 2023. Is it 6 or
is that cumulative?
R: Error in the explanation should have been 2 FTE’s requested. The incremental chart is the ongoing
costs to maintain 2 FTE positions.
PB-21-134
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 17
Economic Development
Q: What is the process to find the communications firm? Do we go RFP or award it to a firm we are
familiar with?
R: The potential ‘scope’ of such an engagement will be unique and focused on targeting specific
investor audiences and specific sectors that may be national and international in nature.
As the ‘scope’ of this work take shape, the City will ensure that we follow our procurement policies so
that we can ensure we get the best firm for the best value for our needs.
PB-21-135
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 21
Family Services
Q: What is the justification for the increase in childcare fees? Is it to get closer to cost recovery or is
this a typical increase seen year over year prior to council deliberations? I see page 54 talks about
exceeding council policy ... please explain what we mean by that
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R: Traditionally Childcare Services has increased fees annually by 3%. In order to reach Council Policy
C24 FIN-16-01, 80/20 fees need to be increased beyond 3%. Increasing fees by 10% enables us to
work toward cost recovery as per the Jan, 14, 2020 Council Meeting.
PB-21-136
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 22
Capital - Finance
Q: Transportation renewal program is being funded by reserves. I thought we weren’t funding them
by reserves anymore as per previous budget deliberations. Please explain why we are using reserves.
R: At the September 22, 2020 City Council meeting, Administration presented and Council approved a
financial reserve policy. In the approved policy the stated purpose of the Transportation Renewal
reserve is as follows:
To provide funding for the capital expenditures to repair or replace existing transportation
assets (e.g. roads, sidewalks, paths).
Using this reserve to fund the renewal of transportation infrastructure was the intention of
Administration and formalized through the approval of the reserve policy.
PB-21-137
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 29
Capital – Community Services
Q: The construction and design costs lump all activities as one. Please provide the breakdown of what
the field costs vs the upgrading of the trails vs the four seasons park dry pond upgrade. While linked,
they seem to be separate projects and should be debated individually. A cost breakdown will help
with that discussion
R: : There are three components to this project and the estimated breakdown is as follows:
 $648,000 for all proposed trail connections/ upgrades in Four Seasons,
 $900,000 for the Four Seasons storm water management pond, and
 $3,952,000 for the Multi- Use field.
PB-21-138
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 31
Capital - Operations
Q: Please confirm the funding source for the “electric vehicle”. It mentions a grant but is that 100%
covered or a portion. What is the justification other than “promoting sustainability”?
R: AUMA Electric Vehicle for Municipalities Program will potentially fund $15,668 and additional
funding is available from the federal government through the “Incentives for Zero-Emission Vehicles”
(iZEV) Program for another $4,000 per vehicle - 40% grant funded.
- reduction in maintenance costs- no oil changes
-drive efficiently because of the regenerative braking that generates energy when you slow down
compared to a regular car that wastes energy while slowing down,
-access to specialized grant funding for municipalities
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PB-21-139
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 36
Capital - Community Services
Q: I am concerned building a town square impact our ability to transform centre ville by taking away
flexibility. Can this be built without impact growth opportunities?
R: This location is identified for Town Square in both the “Our Centre-Ville” plan and “Our Places and
Play” Recreation, Parks and Facilities Master Plan
PB-21-140
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 39
Capital - Finance
Q: Please confirm that the MSI capital available $2.406,627 has taken into account the previous
$1.2m allocated for the 80 acres diamonds and dog park
R: The available funding balance has taken this project into account.
PB-21-141
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 42
CAO Office (Council)
Q: Please justify $31,000 in travel and training for council when no one will be travelling much in 2021
R: To date, $2,500 has been spent in this category (2019 - $34,500). The proposed budget does not
include adjustments due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
PB-21-142
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
CAO Office (Council)
Q: Please justify increase of $7000 for consulting services. What will that be for

Page #: 42

R: This amount is for the onboarding of new elected officials after the 2021 Election. These costs are
being funded with a transfer from the Financial Stabilization reserve.
PB-21-143
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 58
Human Resources
Q: I am surprised to see no goals around diversity of staff in Beaumont. What are we doing to attract
a more diverse workforce at the City of Beaumont. Did we leave that off on purpose or is it
somewhere else?
R: Creating a culture of inclusion and diversity is a goal for our organization. Internally we are
developing a plan/strategy to educate and support our employees to be inclusive, free of prejudice
and discrimination. In 2020, the senior leadership team participated in diversity and inclusion training
and we will explore training for more levels of the organization. Some of our plans include; review of
our recruitment processes to ensure there are no unintended biases; training for employees, review
of policies, ways to celebrate diversity within the organization.
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PB-21-144
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 71
Operations
Q: All other operations budgets explain the change in salaries and wages. Please explain the $52,000
increase
R: The 6 FTE’s are comprised of different staffing compliment and the funding has been offset
internally.
PB-21-145
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 78
Protective Services
Q: I am surprised to see no mention of SRO in protective services update. Please provide update on
the progress of this position in 2020. I would think a key accomplishment
R: Beaumont’s School Resource Officer works with all three (3) school divisions within Beaumont:
Black Gold, Starr Catholic and the Francophone School Division. Education being delivered is available
for all grades. The SRO has coordinated bringing the school division(s), FCSS and Enforcement Services
together, promoting a group call HUB, with a focused approach to engage youth that are of interest.
When schools closed at the onset of the global pandemic this past winter/spring, the SRO then
worked with the Emergency Coordination Center identifying programs for youth to access during the
shutdown. Also, the SRO was used to enforce our local Face Covering Bylaw and the Provincial Health
Order.
When schools started back up this past fall, access to classes was initially reduced until the measures
that school divisions had put in place, were confirmed as appropriate. During this time the focus of
the SRO has been to provide students online and social media awareness education.
A comprehensive update is planned as a part of the Enforcement Services Annual Report in Q1 of
2021.
PB-21-146
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 83
Utilities
Q: Please outline the financial impact of having organics bin collected biweekly instead of weekly
during summer months?
R: Change in existing contract terms with vendor for a reduction of $14,400.
PB-21-147
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: NA
Capital - Finance
Q: General for capital budget - please clearly identify on each of the “one pager’s where it is being
funded. MSI, gas tax, reserves etc so we don’t have to flip back to page 22 each time
R: Thank you for the suggestion. Administration will look at options to achieve this and incorporate a
change in the approved budget document.
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PB-21-148
Councillor Munckhof-Swain
Page #: 23
Capital - Protective Services
Q: Can the new ladder truck fit inside the fire hall or will we need to renovate to accommodate? What
is the impact of pushing this item a year?
R: The unit identified in the Capital Budget plan is a single axle unit, with a reach capability of over
100 feet. The unit identified by Administration will fit inside our existing fire hall, it will also reduce in
training costs, provide us more maneuverability/access, it promotes faster access to heights
promoting rescue/suppression, and it will save in overall purchase costs.
The build time of the new aerial apparatus is currently estimated at 14 months; it would be expected
that upon approval, this new apparatus would not enter service until Q1 or Q2 of 2022. Payment for
the purchase is required prior to delivery, after the pre-delivery inspection of the unit has been
conducted and the unit is accepted (anticipated one month prior to delivery).
One impact of pushing the purchase of this scheduled replacement apparatus back a year would be
delaying the arrival of an appropriate replacement, into early to mid-2023.
A second impact, is the continued limitations that the existing unit affords us, include is:
- Inadequate rescue capabilities (egressing on and off the ladder for firefighters and casualties).
- Reach: Unless conditions are optimal (no set back and parked vehicles/trees) the ladder is unable
safety reach a second story roof line or third story balcony.
-Replacement parts and equipment (given the age of the unit and that only a few were made, some
parts are having to be machined)
-Unable to keep the unit in a front line role due to no longer meeting the requirement of the National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards for Firefighting Apparatus.
PB-21-149
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: Can we please include a summary page for commercial taxes/tax rates similar to what is provided
on page 4? It would be titled “Proposed Impact on Commercial/Industrial Property”
R: The historical tax increases presented are for the City’s operating budget which includes all
assessment classes. The household impact shown is based on an average household. As this
represents the overwhelming majority of the residential assessment, this calculation is relevant and
comparable information.
Because non-residential properties vary greatly in assessment depending on property size and nature
of commercial business, averages could be misleading. The table below shows the impact per
$100,000 assessed value.
Impact of New Rates on Non-residential
Properties
Non-residential (per $100k assessed
value)

2020
944.71

2021
959.07

Annual
Impact
14.36

Monthly
Impact
1.20
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PB-21-150
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: When funding is proposed to be spread beyond 2021, will the intent be to ensure those projects
remain “funded” as budgets roll into the next year?
R: The intention for items that are being proposed as funded in the 2021 budget is that they would
continue as funded in future year budgets unless the initiative is one-time in nature.
PB-21-151
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Human Resources
Q: What is the current number of staff in the city of Beaumont?

Page #: NA

R: Current number of staff are:
City of Beaumont employees – 233
Council – 7
Library – 17

PB-21-152
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #:
Human Resources
Q: What is the “peak staff” in the City of Beaumont during the summer months?
R: Typically an additional 25-30 summer staff for parks labourers’ and recreation program staff
PB-21-153
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 8, 9 & 10
Finance
Q: Please highlight the “Top 10” items from the “Innovations and Efficiency” list provided on pages 8,
9, and 10.
R: Administration would suggest the following items would be part of a top 10, not in any priority
order:
1. Item 1 – Replace the “Let’s Talk Beaumont” engagement platform
2. Item 5 – Cross training facility personnel
3. Item 8 – Rationalization of base budget amount across the organization
4. Item 13 – Introduction of a Purchasing Clerk
5. Item 15 – Implementation of HR system
6. Item 17 – Implementation of electronic permitting
7. Item 18 – Implementation of the Guidelines for Establishing Securities in Land Development
8. Item 28 – Operations reallocated resources to enhance customer relations
9. Item 34 – Developed seven day a week schedule in Operations
10. Item 35 – Operations deployed in field use of online mapping to track work in progress
PB-21-154 – Removed by
Councillor

Councillor vanNieuwkerk

Page #: 13
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PB-21-155
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #:
Community Services
Q: BSRC Operating Revenue Expectations:
a. Please create some scenarios (ie. Expected minus 5%, 10 %, 20 % ??) where operational
revenue is reduced due to the current pandemic. Note: It may be prudent to budget based
upon a lower anticipated $$ amount in 2021.
R: Administration could provide reduced revenue scenarios to align with potential impacts from the
pandemic however these revenue reductions would be offset with comparable expenditure
reductions. In general, Administration does not recommend making any adjustments to the 2021
budget in reaction to the pandemic. These types of adjustments are likely to create a situation where
it will be necessary to increase budgets in a future year and result in an increase to the property tax
rate for that budget year.
PB-21-156
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 18
Finance
Q: Procurement Clerk – please explain the $0 net costs for this role that are being presented
R: Administration is proposing that a Procurement Clerk be added to the staffing compliment. It is
expected that the direct costs associated with hiring this position can be funded with existing budget
across the organization. It is expected that the position will generate savings in the procurement
processes that will be used to fund the position and therefore be a net zero cost to the budget.
PB-21-157
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 19
Human Resources
Q: Health and Safety Advisor – is this an internal role, or a contracted role? I would suggest that a 1.0
FTE position is required for an employer as large as the City of Beaumont. I do not believe that 0.8 at
$65,000 is sufficient.
R: This is an internal role. We currently have 1 full time safety position and this is a new position to
add to the team to better support the City of Beaumont. The rationale for the 0.8 vs 1.0 FTE was
based on costs. The city saves on the hourly wages but also save on the cost for pension and benefits.
To increase the position to 1.0 could cost approximately an additional $45,000. Administration
anticipates that this position may go full time within the next few years with the continued growth of
the city and FTE’s and refinement of the safety program.
PB-21-158
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 21
Finance
Q: Proposed User Fees:
a. Please present the % change from 2020 to 2021 and justify each of the proposed increases
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R: Traditionally Childcare Services has increased fees annually by 3%. In order to reach Council Policy
C24 FIN-16-01, 80/20 fees need to be increased beyond 3%. Increasing fees by 10% enables us to
work toward cost recovery as per the Jan, 14, 2020 Council Meeting.
Administration factored in all the cost and expenditures the City of Beaumont incurs to provide
residents water, wastewater and solid waste services. Beaumont’s utilities operate on full costrecover, user-pay basis. This means that City of Beaumont utility rates are calculated considering the
operating costs to provide utility services as well as the projected capital costs associated with
renewing and rehabilitating the required infrastructure to provide the service.
PB-21-159
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Planning & Development
Q: What would be the budgetary impacts associated with adjusting the “Fees and Charges Bylaw” to
reflect “no cost” for ‘based-in-Beaumont’ non-profits and those organizations that may have received
funding through our Community Grants program. What would the 2018, 2019 and 2020 totals look
like? Help me understand what the budgetary impact of this change would look like.
R: Permitting costs associated to non-profit groups and/or organizations who received funding
through the Community Grants program for 2018, 2019 and 2020 total approximately $2,200.
PB-21-160
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 23
Capital – Operations/Protective Services
Q: Fleet and Equipment Replacement Program –
a. New Ladder Truck
i.
What is the current value of the “existing ladder truck”
ii.
What is the cost of any “upgrading and/or re-certifying the current truck”; Can this be
completed?
iii.
Besides age – what are the current limitations of the existing truck?
iv.
Can the new truck fit in the current hall?
b. For the 11 units that are past useful life; will the existing value be used to offset the expense
of purchasing the new equipment?
c. Street sweeper – is it best to upgrade the street sweeper? Or, keep it and contract out street
sweeping operations as required?
R:
A.
i.

The current value of our existing ladder truck is estimated between 10k and 15k.The
value is significantly reduced based on the required upgrades needed that allow the
unit to remain in a front line role.

ii.

No exact cost for refurbishing our existing apparatus can be provided; it has been
estimated however, to be $400,000 - $450,000 and would take the better part of a
year to complete. All components, including the fire pump; platform; ladder;
stabilizers; drivetrain; body; and lighting system would need to be modified or
installed. In addition, a Supplemental Restraint System (SRS), and all associated
technology and sensors, would need to be installed. Current repairs needed on our
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existing ladder unit include the manufacturing of new parts as in many cases, both
new and used parts are no longer available.
iii.

Current limitations of the existing ladder truck include:
- Inadequate rescue capabilities (egressing on and off the ladder for firefighters and
casualties).
- Reach: Unless conditions are optimal (no set back and parked vehicles/trees) the
ladder is unable safety reach a second story roof line or third story balcony.
-Replacement parts and equipment (given the age of the unit and that only a few
were made, some parts are having to be machined)
-Unable to keep the unit in a front line role due to no longer meeting the requirement
of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) standards for Firefighting
Apparatus.

iv.

The unit identified in the Capital Budget plan is a single axle unit, with a reach
capability of over 100 feet (30 feet longer than our existing unit). The unit identified
by Administration will fit inside our existing fire hall, it will also reduce in training
costs, provide more maneuverability/access, it promotes faster access to heights
promoting rescue/suppression, and it will save in overall purchase costs.

B. The proceeds from the disposal of the assets will be transferred back into the reserves and not
offsetting the expense.
C. Administration has recommended to upgrade, supplementing with contracting services as
required.
PB-21-161A
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 24
Capital - Operations
Q: Ken Nichol Revitalization
a. Will this project be managed internally within the city or, will a general contractor be utilized
to ensure on-time and on-budget?
b. What is the anticipated shut-down time to complete this work?
c. What specific updating will the curling rink get in this revitalization?
R: Approval of funding was recently received and the project charter is currently underway. Design
will commence by end of 2020, upon completion of Project Charter. Project delivery and schedule
have yet to be defined. Project Management will be internally.
PB-21-161B
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 24
Capital - Operations
Q: Playground and Playfield Renewal
a. Please provide a cost to replace the swings at the Lions park. They are heavily used.
b. Please provide a cost to revitalize the Boulevard Park
c. Please provide a cost to revitalize the Reservoir Park
R: An additional $325,000 would be required in the renewal program in order to address the noted
parks.
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Lions Park scope includes new base, curbing and perimeter site grading $105,000.
Boulevard Park proximity to street is a safety concern and is recommended to be relocated
further into the green space $45,000.
Reservoir Park revitalize $175,000

PB-20-162
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Capital – Community Services
Q: BSRC – Noise Abatement – Ice Plant
a. When will we see the costing scenarios associated with a solution for the noise?
R: Third party report will be provided once received, any recommended solutions will include costing
and will be brought to council as unfunded.
PB-21-163
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 32
Capital - Operations
Q: Traffic Signal and Wayfinding Signage Program
a. I see funding across 2 years…Will this focus on a certain area of Beaumont, or, is it intended
for all of Beaumont?
R: Administration’s intention is for this program to be for all of Beaumont.
PB-21-164
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 36
Capital – Community Service
Q: Town Square
a. What options exist to spread this expense across 2 years as in, $375,000/year?
R: This project could be potentially phased. Phase 1: Earthworks and landscaping, Phase 2: Cenotaph,
gazebo and or band shell.
PB-21-165
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Capital – Operations/Community Services
Q: Where are the “missing trail connections” in this budget? Are they funded? Unfunded?
R: Trail connections and upgrades are included in the Four Seasons Multi Use Field project (Page 29).
The cost to perform all the connections and upgrades in the park is $648,000 and has been
recommended as funded by Administration.
PB-21-166
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 39
Capital - Finance
Q: MSI – are we confident that with a remaining $623,053 balance that we will retain this into the
future? If not, should it be allocated in this budget?
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R: As much as Administration can have confidence in forecasting the grant dollars the City will receive
from the provincial government, there is a belief that the City will retain all dollars that have been
allocated to the City from the Province.
PB-21-167
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 48
Community Services
Q: How can we free up some time from current staff (ie. 0.3 FTE) to directly support the Beaumont
Society for the Arts? What options do we have?
R: CS is currently reviewing if any reallocation of existing staff will allow for support in this role.
PB-21-168
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 53
Family Services
Q: Family Services
a. Overall, council does not hear from this department enough. I would like for this department
to increase their visibility to council to showcase the good work they do to council and the
community.
b. How will the Ken Nichol Upgrades affect the Child care business in 2021?
R: Highlights regarding the Family Services department are provided in the Annual Report to Council.
Upgrades to the Ken Nichol may have an impact on Childcare Services, however, all attempts will be
made to minimize service disruption Notifications will be provided in advance of the project so any
alternative arrangement can be made.
PB-21-169
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 73
Operations
Q: Beaumont Transit (Page 73) – at a projected cost of $391,500 in 2021, what options does the City
of Beaumont have to reduce these costs? All options must be on the table. Please comment on:
a. Cost savings of reduced routes?
b. Revenue from selling busses outright – ramifications of selling buses as they were purchased
with grant money?
c. Other ideas to reduce/eliminate this deficit?
R: Buses are an asset transfer to the Regional Transit Commission and are obligated to that
collaboration, so no revenue would be realized.
Transfer from reserves or decrease in service level. Refer to question PB-21-104.
PB-21-170
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 75
Planning and Development
Q: How will the needs of the planning and development department change if the current
government red-tape reduction is introduced in 2020 that sets 20, 40 and 60 days timelines for
development permits?
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R: There is no impact to the Planning and Development department regarding this particular change
as we have not taken advantage of amending the legislated timeframes for deeming applications
complete and for making decisions. We are currently governed by the legislated timeframe of 20 days
to deem an application complete, and 40 days to render a decision. Service levels are within these
legislated timeframes.
PB-21-171
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: 83
Utilities
Q: Please provide a table to show the difference between the costs charged by the water (CRSWC);
Wastewater (ACRWC) and solid waste (LDRWMA) providers and, what Beaumont charges residents
for the services. Please explain why there is a discrepancy for public knowledge.
R: Administration factored in all the cost and expenditures the City of Beaumont incurs to provide
residents water, wastewater and solid waste services. Beaumont’s utilities operate on full costrecover, user-pay basis. This means that City of Beaumont utility rates are calculated considering the
operating costs to provide utility services as well as the projected capital costs associated with
renewing and rehabilitating the required infrastructure to provide the service.
PB-21-172
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Alley Snow Clearing – cleared to 1 way traffic –
a. Question – Can Administration confirm that plowing is completed to ground level as to
minimize potential for future?
b. Question – Is the snow in alleyways “removed” or “cleared to the sides”?
c. Question – if the snow is not currently removed, what would the cost be to increase this
service level?
R: a. Alleyway inverted provide limits plowing to hard pack
R: b. Snow is removed
PB-21-173
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Mowing of Naturalized Areas
a. What would the cost be to add all of the currently “naturalized areas” into our current
mowing service levels.
R: In order increase mowing service levels in the naturalized areas, it would be another $400,000 on
an ongoing basis. Moving forward with this kind of direction to Administration would be misaligned
with current Council approved policies and regulations.
The following policies and regulatory measures that would need to be amended to signal a change in
direction from creating naturalized areas to providing groomed areas:
 General Design Standards
 Municipal Development Plan
 Elan Area, Lakeview Area, Beau Val, and Beaumont Lakes South Structure Plans
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 Centre-ville Area Redevelopment Plan
In addition, the following plans and documents provide direction that support continued
naturalization:
 Strategic Plan
 Our Places and Play
 Area Structure Plan terms of reference
PB-21-174
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Page #: NA
Operations
Q: Roadway Ice Control
a. Cost to increase to Priority 1 at 5 identified intersections near schools. I will provide locations
at budget time.
R: Unable to provide estimate without locations.
PB-21-175
Councillor vanNieuwkerk
Capital – Community Services
Q: Porta Potties
a. Cost to include out at 80 acres once complete in 2021

Page #: NA

R: $14,000 first year with pad and enclosure and ongoing operating $5,000
PB-21-176
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 46
Communications & Community Services
Q: Website needs to be more user friendly in my opinion and what is going to be done with the Ken
Nichol exterior electronic sign
R: Communications & Marketing will develop a plan for the City of Beaumont website including
replacement or renewal of the existing platform, and improvement of content and site navigation
(2021 Priority Departmental Initiatives, page 46) in preparation for the platform agreement expiring
in 2022.
The electronic sign at KNRRC requires replacement. The site is zoned mature neighborhood district
which does not allow an electronic sign. A re-zoning of the site to commercial may be required to
allow a new electronic sign (or revise the signage regulations of the Land Use Bylaw).
PB-21-177
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 48
Community Services
Q: Community Services – Has there been any further discussions re: disbanding the CCBCC

Board. Can we receive a separate fiscal spread sheet for the CCBCC.
R: Any formal discussions would be required to come to council for direction in 2021.
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PB-21-178
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: NA
Community Services
Q: Will we receive a subsidy report for items under the direction of the Community Services

Department
R: There were 24 individual applications approved for 2020. The total of voucher money approved
was $10,200.00.
PB-21-179
Councillor Hendriks
Page #: 50
Economic Development
Q: I would suggest that we budget for a third party consultant to review the 10 G

opportunity. What is the current staffing level of the Economic Development Department.
Are we actively engaged in recruitment currently. If so is this reflected in the budget
R: Yes, as noted in Question PB-21-18, a 3rd party consultant has been engaged to assist with the
10Gig opportunity. Additional specialized skills may also be required in 2021. At this time, the costs
associated to the planned consultants is reflected in the budget.
Due to the dynamic nature of this project and some of the other large ‘strategic’ initiatives being
pursued by the Department, there will be an ongoing review of skills/resource requirement to
determine if 3rd party consultants should continue to be engaged versus bringing resources in-house.

PB-21-180
Councillor Daneluik
Page #: NA
Finance
Q: I am in favour of a zero % increase in the 2021 operating budget. What is the best way to reduce
the proposed increase of +1.5% or $314,300 to zero with no impact on the jobs of our City employees
and with as minimal a disruption to services as possible
R: In bringing forward the Proposed 2021 Budget, Administration has reviewed current budgets and
believes what is being proposed is what is required in order to maintain current services. The items
that are directly causing the need for an additional $314,300 in 2021 are an increase to the RCMP
contract for an additional member and transitioning the cost of transit service to being fully
supported by the tax levy.
If Council desired to approve a 0% tax increase for 2021, an option to achieve this would be to delay
the request for the additional RCMP member for at least a year and for the cost of transit service to
either be reduced or partially funded for another year through a transfer from reserve.
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